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BACKGROUND

2007: iNKSCAPE DEVELOPMENT



BACKGROUND

2010: Gnu libredwg



BACKGROUND

2011: Garoa Hacker Clube



BACKGROUND

2012: Metamaquina - 3d printers



BACKGROUND

2015: hw design - MOD-devices



BACKGROUND

2015: typography tools



Multi Arcade Machine Emulator



Multi Emulator Super System



Linux-Libre

Fully free kernel



Linux-Libre

non-free fixes



strategies #1

buy new hardware



strategies #2

extract source from gpl'd binaries



hw device: keyspan usb-serial 

extract source from gpl'd binaries

 => contained a bug in binary

 => did not perfectly match

    its libre assembly source code

 => we need build-rules for fw binaries

    directly from the kernel source-tree

 => source and binaries are

    likely to de-sync otherwise



hw device: keyspan usb-serial 

extract source from gpl'd binaries



strategies #3

reverse engineering

For development of free replacements:

 => time-consuming

 => not guaranteed to yield results

    in a reasonable ammount of time

 => scarcity of man-power

 => potential legal issues



how mame works

very brief overview

 => CPU core emulators

 => auxilary chips

 => drivers

  ==> schematics of a PCB

  ==> instantiation of cores

  ==> relationship between chips

  ==> memory map layouts



how mame works

instantiation of emulation cores



how mame works

memory maps



hardware metadata

firmware checksums as well!



non-free ROMs !!!

sw freedom considerations

=> #1: Do not burn books!

 ==> Archival of culturaly relevant assets 

 ==> History of computing

=> #2: Baremetal SW

 ==> evidence of HW caracteristics

 ==> can be leveraged (clean room)



procedural considerations

collect metadata of everything!

  => Every firmware rev

      is tagged in MAME

  => Similar procedures

      for LinuxLibre?



Reverse engineering education

In a legal manner.

 => young people! They're curious!

 => Maker movement

 => hackerspaces as strategic labs 

 => capacity-building on hw hacking

 => how to share discoveries ?



hw device: Dreamcast sound

very old fw source code

 => actually free firmware

 => LinuxLibre non-free

    black-list false-positive

 => emulation in MAME helped

    figure out technical details

 => source is available

    under a free license



hw device: Dreamcast sound

we need fw reproducible builds

 Build results in diverging binary files:

  => old toolchain

  => validate via deployment on hardware ?

  => validate via emulation ?



hw device: galaxy s3 cameras

Example: arm opcode value patterns

 => front camera / back camera

 => issues on Replicant OS

 => could emulation help?

 => how to detect CPU architecture?



Questions ?

happy hacking!
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